
Otoscope User Manual

Model No.: AKS400

AKS 400



READ BEFORE USE

By using this product, you signify that 

you have read, understand, and 

accept the terms and conditions here.

Please keep the user manual for future 

reference.

You can also scan this QR code to 

download the PDF user manual, view 

and enlarge on your device.  

It is recommended to watch all tutorial videos on the official Anykit 

website and read safety guidelines before using for the first time. 

Prepare for your first use by reviewing the quick start guide and refer to 

this user manual for more information. It is recommended to watch 

tutorial videos and notices before using for the first time.

scan the QR code to watch the 

AKS400 tutorial videos, which 

demonstrates how to use the 

AKS400 safely.

Video Tutorials

Read the following documents before using.

(1）Safety Guidelines

(2）Quick Start Guide

(3）User Manual

U.S. Local Customer Support

Tel: 877-888-7979丨Mon.-Fri. 8:00-5:00 PST



SAFETY WARNING

You must read the instruction manual carefully before using.

Keep out of reach of children. Children are not allowed to use this 

product.

You must put the protective cover onto the otoscope before using, 

then sanitize all the areas that contact the skin.

Please take great care when using ear spoon accessories to clean 

earwax. DO NOT insert them too far into the ear canal.

Don't clean your ear canal' excessively. Prolonged use may cause 

discomfort or damage to the ear canal.

Stop using the otoscope if it overheats.

When using this product be aware of people around you. Be careful 

that nobody bumps into your hand while holding the device in your ear.

Stop using this product immediately if you experience any discomfort.

This product can NOT replace a doctor or medical provider's diagnosis 

or treatment. Contact your doctor immediately if you experience any 

discomfort.T
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ABOUT ANYKIT

Anykit is a trendy and practical tool brand. We focuse on simplicity and 

ease of use, providing people with convenience in their everyday lives. Our 

products including otoscopes, endoscopes, and a variety of household 

tools to enable DIY enthusiasts to embrace creativity and convenience.

Follow Anykit on Amazon for More



FUNCTIONS
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Light Control

Take Photo/
Video Recording

UpMode

Settings
Left/Right

Camera Probe Port

Power On/Off

OK

Down, Gyro/Normal

Reset

Charging 
Indicator

TF Card

Charging Port

Stand



SPECIFICATIONS
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Capacity

2500mAh

Input Camera Dia.

3.9mm

Camera 
Resolution

1.0 MP

View Angle

70°

Depth of Field

10-20mm

Screen

4 Inch

Image Resolution

1920*1080

Video Resolution

1280*720

LED light

6 Adjustable LEDs

Operating 
Temperature

-4°F to 140°F
(-20°C to 60°C)

Operating Hours

About 4h

v HD

1920*1080

1280*720

5V   1A



USING YOUR INSPECTION CAMERA
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Remove the plastic screen cover before use.

Connect the camera probe to the monitor (Make sure the camera is 

connected firmly to prevent the “no camera” error message.)

Stand Installation



INSTRUCTIONS
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Tip on the speculum

Tip on the ear spoon

AKS 400

AKS 400
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For safer and cleaner ears, please install

the speculum or ear spoon before use.
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Disinfect the specula or ear spoon by

wiping them with 75% alcohol solution 

before and after EVERY use.

F°212

AKS 400

AKS 400

AKS 400



SETTINGS
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Press the “       ” button to enter settings page.
�
Press “        ” and “        ” to select the items you need.�

Press “         ” to save your choice.



NOTICE
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1. Connect the camera probe before turning on the device. Restart the 
device after replacing the camera probe.

2. Please ensure that your USB-C camera probe is connected to the TOP 
of the monitor and not to the charging port on the BOTTOM.

3. When using the otoscope, don’t hold the lens in a vertical, up and 
down. position or else the gyroscope may fail.

4. Disinfect the surface of the device and accessories before contacting 
skin.

5. Please keep the camera clean to avoid blurry image.（Refer to 
maintenance how to clean the camera).

6. Please keep a focal length of about 10mm-20mm (0.4-0.8 inch) to 
achieve the best quality image ( placing the scope too far from your focal 
point may result in blurry images).

7. The ear canal is not perfectly straight, gently adjust the position of the 
otoscope and gently pull the top of your ear up and back to help view your 
eardrum easily.

0.4-0.8 inch



USER INTERFACE
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2023-01-01   08:00

Left/Right BatteryGyro/Normal

Date and time: modify the date and time in Settings menu

TF card status: TF card inserted/no card

Mode: Press “  M  ” to switch the three modes:
 “      ” photo taking/ “     ” video recording/ “      ”playback
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Press “         ” to take a photo or start recording.
At playback mode, press “           ”  to select photo or video to view , 
and press “         ” to delete photo or video.

Take Photos

Press  M   to switch to the take 
photos, and press        to take 
a photo.

Press  M   to switch to video 
recording mode, press        to 
start recording.

Video Recording

2023-01-01   08:00 2023-01-01   08:00

USER MODE

Normal

Press        to switch to the take 
Notmal Mode

2023-01-01   08:00

Gyro Mode

2023-01-01   08:00

Press        to switch to the take 
Gyro Mode

Left

2023-01-01   08:00

Right

Press        to switch to the take 
Right Mode

2023-01-01   08:00

Press        to switch to the take 
Left Mode



TF CARD INSTRUCTION
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The device comes with a 32G TF card inserted in.

① Without the TF card, you can only preview the video stream.�

② Power off the device before installing or removing the TF card.

③ To ensure the device works properly, please use a Class 10 

high-speed TF card.

Copy photo and video files to computer

①Use a TF card reader to copy data directly.�

②Connect the device to a computer with a Type-C data cable, power it 

on for U-disk mode.



MAINTENANCE
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To extend battery life, please refer the following tips：
Please use a 5V household charger that meets the safety regulations to 
charge this device.
This device does not support PD charger.
This device can work while charging.
If you do not use the device for a long time, please ensure that it is 
charged at least once every 3 months to prevent irreparable damage 
caused by excessive battery discharge.
To optimize the image quality and maintain personal hygiene, please 
following these tips to clean the camera before and after EACH use:

1. Clean the lens carefully with alcohol pads.
2. Wipe the lens grooves with alcohol-soaked Q-tip.

This can prevent ear wax from sticking to the tip of the camera and 
causing blurry images. You can apply pressure when cleaning the 
camera to remove stubborn ear wax completely.

Alcohol Q-tip



CHARGING
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Please usea 5V household charger that meets the safety requlations to 

charge this device.

This device does not support PD charger.

Please press the reset button if the screen freezes or the 

buttons does not respond.



TROUBLESHOOTING
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No camera
Please make sure you have pluged the camera probe in completely until 
you hera a snap. lf it still does not work please feel free to respond via 
support@anykit.com or contact our support line at 877-899-8809, 
Mon.-Fri. 8:00-5:00 PST

Blurry image
The focal length is fixed at 10mm-20mm (0.4-0.8 inch), so please 
adjust the distance between the camera lens and your ear to get 
focused if you cannot see the image clearly.

Blurry image after several uses
Please clean the camera before and after every use to avoid blurry 
image. Blurred images after a period of use are caused by the earwax 
on the camera lens. (In general, earwax is oily and can cause glare, 
unclear image) .

Cannot thoroughly clean the lens
Please follow the steps：
1.Clean the lens carefully with alcohol pads.
2.Wipe the lens grooves with alcohol-soaked cotton swab.
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WARRANTY

30-Day Guarantee We will give you a full refund if you are not
satisfied with the product.

We offer alimited warranty that commences 
from the date of purchase of the product.One-Year Warranty

Visit anykit.com or scan the QR code for more details.



CUSTOMER SUPPORT

If you have any questions or comcerns about your product, 

please contact our Customer Support Team

Facebook Messenger

1-877-888-7979 
Mon.-Fri. 8:00-5:00 PST(US)

support@anykit.com

www.anykit.com

@anykit

@anykit


